[Confirmation of intention by signature regarding terminal care treatment in elderly people].
In Japan, it is rare for patients to confirm their intentions regarding terminal care treatment in hospital by signature. To maintain respect for the autonomy of elderly patients, we encouraged confirmation by signature regarding terminal care treatment in elderly patients, after repeated discussions. The purpose of this study was to clarify the status of confirmation of intention by signature. The subjects were 98 patients who signed documents signaling their intention regarding terminal care (signature group), and 165 patients who did not sign such documents (non-signature group), all of whom died in our hospital between April 2009 and March 2010. We surveyed and examined their backgrounds and treatment experiences based on the clinical records. Furthermore, we gave a questionnaire survey to these patients. A total of 31 (35.2%) patients from the signature group and 58 (35.2%) patients from the non-signature group responded. In the signature group 32 (32.7%) patients judged to be in a terminal state were discharged alive. Those in the signature group had a significantly higher age, higher ratio of dementia, lower activity level in their daily life and were hospitalized with respiratory illnesses. In addition, the frequency of the informed consent discussions was greater than that of the non-signature group. A total of 90% of the signature group was able to accept the confirmation of their intention regarding terminal care by signature. In both groups, the doctors' explanations were understood, and the patients' wishes were successfully conveyed. In Japan, confirmation of intention regarding terminal care by signature can be effective and useful as one of the methods to determine intention regarding terminal care treatment in elderly patients.